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Abstract:  Laminar  optical  tomography  (LOT)  is  a  recently  developed 
technique for depth-resolved in vivo imaging of absorption and fluorescence 
contrast.  Until  now,  LOT  has  been  implemented  in  a  benchtop 
configuration,  limiting  accessibility  to  tissues  and  restricting  imaging 
applications. Here we report on LOT implemented through an articulating 
arm and a fiber optic image bundle allowing flexible imaging for a range of 
clinical  applications.  We  quantify  the  performance  of  these  two 
implementations by imaging a tissue mimicking phantom. 
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1. Introduction 
Optical imaging of superficial tissues has the potential to find widespread use in medical 
diagnostics, surgical guidance, and in situ monitoring. Blood volume and oxygenation, two 
important  biological  parameters,  can  be  characterized  through  optical  measurements  at 
different  wavelengths.  Fluorescence  measurements,  either  from  autofluorescence  or 
fluorescent dyes, have shown promise for helping to identify and analyze lesions in various 
epithelial  tissues  including  skin  [1,2],  colon  [3],  esophagus  [4,5],  oral  mucosa  [6,7],  and 
cervix [8]. 
The  optical  sectioning  capability  of  confocal  microscopy  has  made  it  a  promising 
technology for imaging such tissues with microscopic resolution at depths of up to a few 
hundred microns within tissue. However, while capable of resolving cell morphology and 
tissue architecture, confocal microscopy has limited utility  for deeper tissues [9]. Further, 
when operated in reflectance mode, contrast is primarily governed by the amount of back-
scattering  rather  than  absorption.  In  fact,  in  both  fluorescence  and  reflectance  modes  the 
absorption properties of a specimen have a negative impact on image contrast by attenuating 
the  illuminated  beam  and  backscattered  or  fluorescence  signal.  As  a  result,  confocal 
microscopy is not used to image absorption contrast such as that provided by hemoglobin and 
melanin. 
Laminar  optical  tomography  (LOT)  is  a  recently  developed  technique  for  imaging 
absorption and fluorescence contrast to depths of up to 2 mm in biological tissue [10,11]. 
Simultaneous  collection  of  off-axis  remitted  light  at  multiple  narrow  source-detector 
separations enables rapid acquisition of depth-sensitive measurements. Such measurements 
bridge  the  gap  between  confocal  microscopy  and  diffuse  optical  tomography,  providing 
penetration depths beyond those of confocal microscopy with resolution exceeding that of 
diffuse optical techniques. Like confocal microscopy, LOT can image fluorescence contrast 
but  has  the  added  benefit  of  imaging  absorption  contrast  as  well.  Previous  LOT  systems 
reported by us [11,12] and other groups [13,14] have been implemented in a rigid benchtop 
configuration. While initially developed for in-vivo imaging of the rodent brain [15], potential 
applications of LOT extend beyond the confines of a benchtop setup to include clinical targets 
for  which  accessibility  becomes  a  challenge.  Fluorescence  [3,16]  and  reflectance  [9,17] 
confocal microscopy have been miniaturized to facilitate clinical imaging. In order to translate 
LOT to clinical applications and reach otherwise inaccessible regions of the body, a more 
flexible patient interface becomes necessary. 
Here, we present two LOT configurations to facilitate clinical imaging: LOT implemented 
with an articulating arm and LOT implemented through a flexible fiber bundle. We used our 
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configuration to acquire LOT data. 
2. System design 
This  section  describes  the  implementation  of  the  new  LOT  interfaces.  In  the  first  part,  a 
description of LOT’s measurement geometry is provided along with a basic system layout. 
We then describe how the system was modified to incorporate the articulating arm and fiber 
bundle and discuss the challenges associated with each. 
2.1 Laminar optical tomography 
Figure 1(a) shows a schematic of LOT’s measurement geometry. Light enters the tissue at a 
source position (s1), while light emerging at several, relatively short, distances (typically 0 to 
3 mm away) from the source position (d1 to d7) is simultaneously detected. Collection of this 
off-axis remitted light facilitates depth discrimination since light emitting further from the 
source position has, on average, scattered more deeply into the tissue [Fig. 1(a)]. To obtain an 
image of a sample, a two-dimensional scan of the source position is performed resulting in a 
px x py x d LOT data set where px and py are the number of pixels in the x and y directions 
respectively and d is the number of off-axis detectors. 
 
Fig. 1. (a) Schematic showing remitted reflected light paths within tissue. Light emitted further 
from the source has, on average, travelled deeper into the tissue. (b) Schematic of basic LOT 
system for absorption contrast imaging. (c) RGB merged raw LOT data of a phantom with red, 
green and blue absorbers embedded at different depths. The narrow source-detector separation 
(0.25  mm) is  more  sensitive  to  shallow  embedded  absorbers.  In  the  wider  source-detector 
separation (1.0 mm) the deeper embedded absorbers become more apparent. 
The  basic  design  of  an  LOT  system  is  similar  to  that  of  a  confocal  laser  scanning 
microscope  and  is  shown  in  Fig.  1(b).  A  polarization  maintaining  fiber  delivers  linearly 
polarized light that passes through a polarizing beam splitter cube before being scanned by a 
set  of  galvanometer  mirrors  and  focused  onto  the  surface  of  a  sample.  Light  undergoes 
absorption and scattering events within the sample reducing its intensity and randomizing its 
polarization state. On-axis light emitting from the sample travels back along the same path as 
the incident light towards the galvanometer mirrors, where it’s de-scanned, before continuing 
towards  the  polarizing  beam  splitter  cube.  The  fraction  of  returning  light  that  is  cross 
polarized with the incident light is reflected by the polarizing beam splitter cube towards the 
system’s detection arm where it is focused through a slit onto a single channel of a linear 
detector array. Unlike confocal microscopy which rejects multiply scattered light, LOT relies 
on scattering to provide depth sensitive measures. Off-axis light emitting from the sample 
[Fig. 1(b), dashed line] is de-scanned and reflected toward the detector array. However, the 
off-axis light focuses to a different detector channel whose position is laterally offset from the 
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addition to improving efficiency (compared to a 50:50 beam splitter) the polarizing beam 
splitter cube acts to suppress specular reflections from the sample surface and from optical 
components within the system. This is because the polarization state of specularly reflected 
light  remains  unchanged,  whereas  light  that  has  scattered  within  the  tissue  will  become 
randomly polarized, such that approximately 50% of this returning light will be reflected by 
the polarizing beam splitter cube towards the detection arm. 
Two recent developments that have expanded the capabilities of LOT are the ability to 
capture  multi-wavelength  absorption  measurements  [12]  and  the  ability  to  acquire  both 
absorption and fluorescence measurements [18]. To achieve the former, a dispersive element 
and  a  2D  PMT  array  were  incorporated  such  that  multi-wavelength  light  is  split  into  its 
component wavelengths and imaged onto the face of a 2D PMT array. Each row of the 2D 
PMT array then acts as a linear detector array, for a specific wavelength of light. Figure 1(c) 
shows RGB merged LOT ‘raw data’ images of a phantom consisting of colored absorbers 
embedded at 3 different depths and simultaneously imaged with 488, 532 and 638 nm light. 
For fluorescence, a second detection arm is created by placing a multi-line dichroic beam 
splitter between the galvanometers and the polarizing beam splitter. The multi-line dichroic 
beam splitter passes the excitation and reflectance/absorption imaging light while reflecting 
fluorescence light towards a linear array PMT. The use of a multi-line rather than a single 
edge  dichroic  beam  splitter  permits  simultaneous  fluorescence  and  multi-wavelength 
absorption  imaging.  With  these  improvements,  LOT  can  acquire  128  x  128  pixel  images 
(source position) with 8 source-detector separations and 3 wavelengths at 20 fps. Decreasing 
the pixel density to 45 x 45 pixels increases the achievable frame rate to 100 fps. 
2.2 Articulating arm 
 
Fig. 2. Schematic drawing of the articulating arm. Pivot mirrors positioned after the scan lens 
couple the intermediate image plane to the sample plane with three degrees of freedom. 
The articulating arm configuration was motivated by the need to image skin lesions situated 
on areas of the body other than the hands and arms. The articulating arm was implemented by 
positioning 2” pivot mirrors (BB2-EO2, Thorlabs) distal to the scan lens as shown in Fig. 2. 
Pivot mirror 1 was mounted in a 2” cube (LC6W, Thorlabs) which was connected to a set of 
60mm,  SM2  cage  plates  (LCP01,  Thorlabs)  via  lens  tube  couplers  (SM2T2,  Thorlabs) 
allowing the cube to rotate. Pivot mirrors 2 and 3 were mounted in right angle kinematic cage 
mounts (KCB2, Thorlabs) which were attached to extension tubes. Rotation by each of the 
pivot mirrors provided three degrees of freedom. 
In order to limit system modifications to components distal to the scan lens, lenses in the 
articulating arm were selected such that the magnification, and resulting size of the image 
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unchanged, the source-detector separation distances do not change and modification (as well 
as associated realignment) of system components proximal to the scan lens is not necessary. 
The overall length of the articulating arm was limited by the length of the collimated space 
between lens 1 and the objective. Within this space, the off-axis displacement is translated 
into an angular deviation which, for longer collimated space lengths, can result in clipping of 
the  transmitted  and  remitted  light.  Using  longer  focal  length  lenses  reduces  the  angular 
deviation in the collimated space for a given offset displacement, making them desirable for 
lens 1 and the objective. However, longer focal length lenses also reduce the system’s photon 
 
Fig. 3. Screenshots of LOT ray tracing software. (a) Ray tracing for the incident source light 
(blue), remitted absorption light (red) and emitting fluorescence light (green). All axes are 
shown in millimeters. (b) Clipping of the incident light is observed when the galvanometer 
mirrors are rotated during a scan. (c) Clipping of the off-axis returning light during a scan. 
migration paths within the tissue. Using larger diameter lenses and mirrors is also beneficial 
for  preventing  light  clipping.  We  therefore  used  2”  diameter  lenses  and  mirrors  in  the 
articulating arm. 
To optimize the optical paths in the system we developed an LOT ray tracing program 
using  Matlab.  The  program  was  implemented  using  geometric  optics  and  the  thin  lens 
equation. The path of each ray is updated each time the user changes a system parameter or 
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for different focal length lenses and under various image acquisition settings. A screen shot of 
the user interface is shown in Fig. 3(a). The user can set the diameter and focal length of all 
lenses, the sizes of  the polarizing beam  splitter, dichroic  beam splitter, and galvanometer 
mirrors, the number and pitch of the detector channels, the spacing between components, as 
well as the angle of the galvanometer mirror. In order to animate a one-dimensional sweep, 
the  program  increments  the  angle  of  the  galvanometer  mirror  through  its  minimum  and 
maximum  values  (as  determined  by  the  galvanometer  voltage  setting)  updating  the  ray 
position for each galvanometer angle. Figure 3(b) illustrates how the simulation can be used to 
determine that for this lens configuration, clipping of the incident beam will occur when the 
galvanometers scan to an angle of 6 degrees, corresponding to a field of view of 16 x 16 mm. 
Visualizing  the  returning  light  path  reveals  that  clipping  of  the  returning  beam  is  more 
restrictive. Figure 3(c) shows that when the galvanometer mirrors are positioned at an angle of 
5 degrees, corresponding to a field of view 13.2 x 13.2 mm, the incident light reaches the 
sample plane, but clipping of the returning light occurs. In order to scan a 13.2 x 13.2 mm 
field of view, the distance between the tube lens and objective must be reduced to less than 
500 mm. 
A valuable feature that we incorporated into the system for clinical studies was a ‘field of 
view indicator’. Since moving the articulating arm causes the field of view to rotate, the LOT 
control software was modified to trace a bounding box with an attenuated beam, generating a 
square outline to delineate the region that will be imaged. This region of interest indicator also 
serves to ensure that no clipping is occurring prior to imaging. 
2.3 Fiber bundle 
 
Fig. 4. (a) Schematic diagram of fiber bundle based LOT. (b) Photograph of the fiber bundle 
end face. 
While the articulating arm configuration improved tissue accessibility, we sought to further 
enhance the flexibility of the patient interface and take a step towards in vivo imaging of 
internal organs by implementing LOT through a fiber bundle (Fig. 4). The configuration was 
realized by placing a 4 ft imaging fiber bundle (IG-163, Schott) in the intermediate image 
plane formed by  the  scan lens. The 8  mm x 10  mm  format bundle,  with individual  core 
spacing of 10 µm, couples the intermediate image plane to a position closer to the sample 
plane. An objective lens positioned at the distal end of the fiber (nearest the sample plane) 
focuses light to and from the sample. As the galvanometers scan the incident light over the 
proximal  face  of  the  fiber  bundle,  light  is  selectively  transmitted  down  different  fibers 
forming a moving source on the distal fiber face. The imaging head effectively images the 
moving source onto the surface of the sample while also imaging light emerging from the 
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light to the scan lens intermediate image plane where it emerges and continues along the light 
detection path. 
As  with  the  articulating  arm  implementation,  system  modifications  were  limited  to 
components distal to the scan lens. The lenses used in the imaging head were selected to keep 
the  image  size  in  the  scan  lens  intermediate  image  plane  the  same,  however  since  light 
clipping is not as problematic as with the articulating arm, smaller diameter and shorter focal 
length lenses were used in the imaging head, allowing it to be more compact. The higher 
numerical  aperture  of  the  shorter  focal  length  lenses  also  permits  higher  light  collection 
efficiency by the imaging head. 
Implementation  of  the  fiber  bundle  system  was  confounded  by  3  issues:  loss  of 
polarization in the fiber bundle, specular reflections from the proximal and distal ends of the 
fiber bundle and, light losses due the fiber bundles packing fraction. 
The  fiber  bundle  affects  polarization  control  because  light  entering  each  fiber  of  the 
bundle loses its polarization over the course of its journey to the distal end. If this light is then 
specularly reflected from the sample, or from the lenses in the imaging head, it can no longer 
be distinguished from multiply scattered light when it returns through the fiber bundle. 
Reflections from the faces of the fiber bundle were also a significant obstacle, exacerbated 
by the polished 90° ends of the particular bundle used in our implementation. In spite of the 
500:1 extinction ratio of our polarizing beam splitter cube, in some cases this reflection was 
large enough to saturate our detector, leading us to suspect that some contribution to the 
reflection was also originating from the inner surface of the distal end of the bundle. We 
found that this effect could be somewhat reduced by advancing the face of the fiber bundle 
just past the intermediate image plane such that scanning beam is focused just beyond the 
fiber bundle face rather than at the surface. However, this reduces the coupling efficiency of 
the bundle and increases the spot size of the scanning beam at the sample. 
A final challenge associated with the fiber bundle configuration was light loss due to the 
bundle’s packing fraction [19]. The cladding of each individual fiber, as well as the interfiber 
space  does  not  carry  light,  thereby  lowering  the  throughput  of  the  fiber.  At  532  nm  we 
measured the light loss for one pass of the bundle to be 40%, which includes losses due to 
both the packing fraction and reflection off the fiber bundle face. 
Having modified our basic LOT system to incorporate either the articulating arm or the 
fiber bundle,  we then  sought to characterize the performance of each configuration  using 
tissue-like phantoms as described below. 
3. Phantom imaging 
3.1 Phantom geometry 
A phantom consisting of human hair embedded in an absorbing and scattering background 
medium was used to compare the imaging performance of our two configurations. The tissue-
like phantom consisted of an agarose based hydrogel (A9539, Sigma) with intralipid (I141, 
Sigma)  and  instant  coffee  (Medaglia  D'Oro)  added  to  provide  reduced  scattering  and 
absorption coefficients at 532 nm of 1 mm
−1 and 0.2 mm
−1 respectively. These values were 
chosen to mimic the optical properties of rodent brain. 
The agarose solution was prepared as described in [20], replacing ink with instant coffee 
as the absorber. Once mixed, most of the liquid solution was poured into a mold to set while 
the remainder was used to make a 200 µm thick sheet by sandwiching the gel between two 
microscope slides with a spacer [21]. When the gels hardened (~10 minutes), the phantom was 
assembled by placing a piece of hair on the surface of the molded gel and then covering the 
hair with the thin gel sheet effectively embedding the hair at a depth of 200 µm. Figure 5 
shows a schematic cross-section and photograph of the phantom. 
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Fig. 5. Imaging phantom: schematic drawing and photograph. Arrowheads indicate location of 
hair in each. Dashed line in the photograph shows the LOT imaging region of interest. 
3.2 Imaging 
The phantom was imaged using 532 nm light with both the articulating arm and fiber bundle 
configurations. The intensity of the incident light at the sample plane was 1 mW which, for 
the fiber bundle configuration, required increasing the intensity of light entering the fiber 
bundle to offset transmission loses. Scanning was performed with 300 x 300 source positions 
(pixels) and 8 source-detector separations (300 µm offset increments). A total of 100 frames 
were acquired at a frame rate of 1.1 fps. In a typical LOT imaging session fewer frames are 
acquired (~15-20) during a scan, and at higher frame rates to reduce motion artifacts. Here we 
acquired more frames for statistical analysis. To reduce the possibility of motion artifacts, the 
articulating arm (or fiber bundle) was positioned over the phantom and immobilized for the 
duration  of  the  scan.  Since  the  intensity  of  light  detected  by  the  wider  off-axis  detector 
channels of our PMT is much lower than that detected by the narrow detector channels, we 
placed a thin attenuating transparency film in front of the first 3 channels of the PMT. This 
allowed us to increase the high voltage applied to the PMT to improve the low level light 
detection of the off-axis channels without saturating the first few channels. The dashed lines 
in Fig. 5 indicate the 10 mm x 10 mm scan region of interest. A slightly smaller region of 
interest was scanned with the fiber bundle because of the 8 x 10 mm area of the fiber bundle 
face (since the imaging head is currently implemented with 1x magnification). ‘Dark scans’ 
were acquired to allow correction for specular reflections and were identical to the normal 
scans except that no object was placed in the sample plane. 
 
Fig. 6. LOT ‘raw data’ images after dark subtraction. (a) Articulating arm. (b) Fiber bundle. 
Color bars are in units of volts. 
Figure  6  shows  LOT  ‘raw  data’  images  of  the  hair  phantom  obtained  using  the  (a) 
articulating arm and (b) fiber bundle (both after dark subtraction). In the narrowest source-
detector  separation  (0  mm),  the  hair  appears  as  a  single  vertical  line.  A  shadow  appears 
alongside the hair in the off-axis source-detector image which is characteristic of LOT data 
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separation since the shadow occurs when the source is positioned adjacent to the hair, but the 
detector is positioned over the hair. The narrowest source-detector separation (equivalent to 
confocal) accentuates the rough surface of the phantom). 
3.3 Noise model and comparison of contrast and noise levels 
The detected signals from our LOT system can be expressed as: 
  ( ) , , , s d d s d s d d M g S D O = + +    (1) 
where  Ms,d  is  the  measurement  from  source  position  s  and  detector  d,  Ss,d  is  the  signal 
contribution from the sample, Ds,d is the signal contributed by reflections from intermediate 
optics, Od is the signal offset from the detector dark current, and gd is the gain of detector d 
and its associated transimpedance amplifier circuit [18]. A ‘dark scan’ would therefore be 
given by gd (Ds,d + Od), and so after dark subtraction, Eq. (1) reduces to: 
  ( ) ( ) , , , , , s d d s d s d d d s d d d s d M g S D O g D O g S = + + − + =    (2) 
In order to evaluate contrast, we must first define our background. In our hair phantom, 
the background corresponds to the homogenous regions surrounding the hair. Background 
signal for a single source-detector separation was calculated by first averaging the data across 
frames as illustrated in Fig. 7(a). With the hair running vertically down the resulting image, 
the data was averaged down each column creating a profile (Savg) with an almost uniform 
background level and a dip occurring at the position of the hair. The average background 
(SavgBkgd) was calculated from this background level and the percent change (%∆) in terms of 
our noise model calculated by: 
  ( ) ( )
% 100 100 1 100
d avgBkgd d avg avgBkgd avg avg
d avgBkgd avgBkgd avgBkgd
g S g S S S S
g S S S
− −
  = × = × = − ×    (3) 
The percent changes in signal for select source-detector separations are shown in Fig. 7(b). 
It is important to note the differences between the plots for the articulating arm and the fiber 
bundle.  The  two  peaks,  corresponding  to  the  presence  of  the  hair  in  the  data,  are  quite 
different in peak amplitude for the articulating arm, whereas the two peaks have similar sizes 
for the fiber bundle. The first peak (to the left in each plot) corresponds to the signal change 
when the source beam scans over the hair, whereas the second peak (to the right) corresponds 
to when the detector is effectively scanned over the hair. For the articulating arm, the size of 
the scanning source beam is diffraction-limited, leading to a high and narrow point spread 
function, whereas the effective detector size is approximately 300 microns wide, leading to a 
lower and wider second peak. The fiber bundle cross-sections illustrate that the fiber bundle 
causes the size of the scanning beam to increase at the sample plane, leading to a lower and 
wider  first  peak.  Therefore,  in  order  to  objectively  compare  contrast  between  the  two 
configurations, we compare the amplitude of the second peak (detector shadow) rather than 
the first peak. Absorption contrast, as shown in Fig. 7(c) (left), is given by the maximum 
percent change in the hair shadow signal from the baseline for both configurations. 
As expected, the contrast for both configurations is similar. The shape of the contrast as a 
function of source-detector separation can be explained as follows: For the narrower source-
detector separation distance, contrast is lower, since light detected by the narrower source-
detector separations has mostly probed superficial regions above the hair. Contrast increases 
for the wider source-detector separations since this light has probed deeply enough to interact 
with the hair, although contrast decreases again when source-detector separations are wide 
enough to be more sensitive to regions that are deeper than the hair. The slight differences 
between the contrast profiles for the two configurations may be attributable to the slightly 
different  effective  source-detector  separations  and  numerical  apertures  of  the  two 
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Fig. 7. (a) Background signal was calculated from the average of 100 frames (1). The averaged 
frame was then averaged down columns creating a profile of the frame (2). Background regions 
were selected and averaged from the profile (3). (b) The percent change from the background 
signal provided a measure of contrast. Plots show the percent change for the articulating arm 
(top) and fiber bundle (bottom) at three source-detector (S-D) separation distances. (c) Contrast 
and noise plots for each configuration. 
The challenges associated with the current fiber bundle implementation are evident in the 
noise plots shown in Fig. 7(c). Image noise was evaluated by first calculating each pixel’s 
percent change across all 100 repeated images. The standard deviation of each pixel’s percent 
change was then calculated and averaged for all pixels in the image resulting in a measure of 
noise. While noise for the articulating arm implementation showed little change across source-
detector  separation  distances,  the  noise  for  the  fiber  bundle  implementation  increased 
substantially as the source-detector separation distance increased. 
The higher noise levels in the fiber bundle images (compared to the articulating arm) can 
be attributed to the large specular reflections from the faces of the fiber bundle. The contrast 
values shown in Fig. 7(b) are relatively unaffected by this confound, since our calibration 
scheme includes subtraction of a ‘dark scan’ corresponding to the case when no object is 
present. However, by comparing the amplitude of the ‘dark scan’ signal for the fiber bundle to 
measured data with an object present, we were able to deduce that 50-80% of our measured 
signal was due to light reflecting from the faces of the fiber bundle. Furthermore, inspection 
of  100  repeated  scans  of  the  fiber  bundle’s  dark  signal  revealed  significant,  structured 
variance that we hypothesize is due to small fluctuations in the relative position of each fiber 
with respect to the laser beam scanning the bundle’s face. This overwhelming variance is then 
superimposed onto the small signal that actually traversed the fiber bundle and visited the 
sample. Since the signal from the phantom becomes weaker as the source-detector separation 
distance increases, the noise from these reflections becomes more prominent in the wider 
source-detector separation distance images. Shot noise is an additional confound that may 
become problematic in this case because its magnitude increases as the square root of light 
intensity.  Typically  an  increase  in  noise  is  offset  by  an  increase  in  the  average  signal. 
However, in our case, the intensity of the proximal reflection signal only increases the noise 
level, but not the signal. 
We expect that reduction of reflections from the fiber bundle’s ends will significantly 
improve the relative performance of the fiber bundle configuration. A first step would be to 
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although other groups have addressed similar specular reflections at the fiber bundle face by 
using an index-matching oil at the fiber face [23] and tilting the fiber bundle [24]. The use of a 
higher  extinction  ratio  polarizing  beam  splitter  cube  would  also  aid  in  rejecting  specular 
reflections from the proximal face. Future endoscopic embodiments of LOT could also be 
implemented with distal scanning optics (e.g. using MEMs), or even high-density solid-state 
arrays of light sources and detectors. 
4. Conclusion 
We have developed and demonstrated acquisition of LOT data through both an articulating 
arm and a fiber optic bundle. Of the two configurations, the images acquired through the 
articulating arm had a higher contrast, lower noise levels and reduced specular reflections 
compared to those obtained with the fiber bundle. However, the fiber bundle provided usable 
data that offered significantly more flexible image acquisition and much improved potential 
for imaging of internal organs. The systems described here improve tissue accessibility and 
are  sufficient  for  clinical  skin  imaging.  However,  further  miniaturization  is  necessary  to 
facilitate  LOT  imaging  of  internal  epithelial  tissues  such  as  the  colon,  esophagus,  oral 
mucosa,  and  cervix  where  we  believe  LOT  imaging  will  be  useful  for  identifying  and 
monitoring pathologies. 
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